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Purpose  
To perform diffusion tensor image (DTI) analysis, image registration is an important step to establish correspondence and make comparison between 
different subjects. Many DTI studies involve performing tractography in a registered DTI space for further tract-based analysis. However, DTI 
registration, different with scalar image registration, is much more challenging and prone to error due to the high dimensionality of tensors. Even 
though some advanced DTI registration methods have been designed, the tractography image alignment after registration is still not accurate enough. 
To achieve good tractography alignment and promote accurate tract level analysis, we design a tractography image registration method to directly 
match tractography images of different subjects.  
Methods 
The whole registration framework includes three steps. 1) With transformed white matter (WM) atlas labels as seed regions, extract major fiber 
bundles in each subject’s native DTI space. 2) Select proper feature descriptors for representing each fiber and establish fiber-to-fiber correspondence 
within each fiber bundle between different subjects. 3) Search the optimal transformation map to minimize the Euclidean distance between 
corresponding fibers and thus align the tractography images of different subjects. We use the standard JHU ICBM-DTI-81 WM atlas1 to depict 48 
meaningful WM regions in each subject space using atlas-based registration method based on fractional anisotropy (FA) maps. Then tractography 
reconstruction is performed using deterministic fiber tracking algorithm provided by DSI Studio2. After this step, bundle-to-bundle correspondences 
can be found automatically. Then we find fiber-to-fiber correspondence using a feature-based method. Three feature descriptors are extracted for 
each fiber, they are, within bundle distance, fiber curvature and FA value. “Within bundle distance” calculates the mean pairwise distance of each 
fiber with respect to the centroid fiber within each bundle, reflecting the relative position of a fiber in a bundle; “Fiber curvature” is used to reflect 
the shape of a fiber and computed at each sampling point along a fiber. “FA value”, as a commonly used quantity, is used to reflect diffusion property 
of a fiber. With the designed feature vector, pairwise feature distance between each pair of fibers between subjects is calculated and correspondence 
is searched using Munkres’ assignment algorithm. Finally, B-spline transformation-based registration is performed to align tractography images.  
Results 
Validation experiments were performed based on the data provided by Human Connectome Project (HCP)3. 40 subjects’ brain DTI data were used, 
where a randomly chosen subject served as reference image, and other images were registered to the reference space. The experimental results are 
compared with one of the best DTI registration methods: DTI-TK4, which is tensor image registration method. One example result is displayed in 
Fig.1. We also quantitatively evaluate the matching using tractography mask image volume overlap. The tractography mask image overlap is 
measured by computing the volume overlap in terms of dice similarity coefficient (DSC). For the 39 pairs of registration, the DSC measure before 
registration is 0.2649 ± 0.0404, after DTI-TK registration is 0.2743 ± 0.0415, and after our registration is 0.8706 ± 0.0149. 

 
Fig.1 Visual inspection of tractography images registration results.  

Discussion and Conclusion 
Experimental results have demonstrated that our tract-based registration can achieve much better tract alignment compared with DTI registration 
method. It testifies that although DTI registration can achieve good tensor matching, it fails to accurately align fibers. Nevertheless, our registration 
directly works on fibers can achieve much better accuracy in fiber alignment, paving way for accurate tractography image analysis across subjects.  
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